ABSTRACT This paper proposes a product-based framework that exploits cloud computing resources to improve the logistics of transporting door-to-door railway freight products. First, cluster analysis is used to determine the demand points on branch highway service networks and at stations on main railway service networks, enabling the establishment of a transfer service network between the two. Then, we develop a mathematical optimization model for door-to-door railway freight transportation products, in which the service time of arcs in the network is calculated based on railway freight car trajectory data. Finally, we examine the real-world case of the Wuhan-Dalang section of the Beijing-Guangzhou railway trunk line, demonstrating the practical value of big data and cloud computing technology for calculating the relevant parameters, as well as the adaptability of a framework that highlights product considerations.
I. INTRODUCTION AND RELATED WORK A. INTRODUCTION
Recent economic development has led to profound changes in the structure of transport demand, primarily reflected in the dramatic decrease in bulk cargo demand (i.e., the importation and exportation of bulk commodities) and rapid growth in the demand for scattered goods (i.e., electrical equipment, pharmaceutical products, stationery, etc.) [1] . Hence, the transformation to modern logistics must be accelerated for railway freight transport operations to adapt to changes in the transportation market, which will also benefit and help develop railway transport enterprises. Any such transformation should focus on customers' needs and given the diversification of customer demand serve all logistics processes, offering safe, efficient, economical, and reliable service. Railway freight transportation products [2] (formerly, scheduled freight train plans, which avoid many stops and focus on time limitations) can significantly enhance the quality of railway freight transportation services and customer satisfaction. Under such circumstances, railway freight transportation should also consider logistics services for additional improvement. Door-todoor railway freight products are an extension of railway freight transportation products, which include pick-up and delivery services. Research has not yet defined door-to-door railway freight products or examined their unified operation between China and other countries.
Cloud computing environments can better meet the logistical needs of railway enterprises; their rich resources can improve the efficiency and service quality of rail companies, strengthen internal management, and convert to new operation patterns, leading to a market-oriented form (i.e., an operation mechanism based on market demand).
The China Railway Corporation has thousands of yard stations and hundreds of thousands of trucks, and maintains a cargo volume on the scale of several billion tons per year [2] . Therefore, big data produced by railway transportation has a very large scale; how best to use big data to better guide transportation production is a very meaningful problem. Cloud computing technology can also help to solve the difficult problem of big data processing.
Traditional operation patterns of freight rail transport, focusing only on production, are gradually converted to the market pattern. Contrary to these patterns, the current freight transportation market requires diversity, individualization, and logistics, thus seriously restricting the coordinated and sustainable development of railway freight transportation.
Building a door-to-door railway service network based on a formal integrated transport network and establishing a complete transport chain directed by a control system is an irresistible trend, and a strategic choice that is not only based in scientific research, but also improves the efficacy and economic benefit of the freight rail system. Crainic divided freight transport plan optimization into three levels (strategic, tactical and operational), and summarized the literature and problem descriptions for each level [3] . This study investigates the tactical level.
In this study, we examine product-focused door-todoor railway freight design (PDRFD)-analyzing door-todoor railway transport service operation in a cloud-based environment-and propose a cloud-based approach framework that includes an optimization model based on a time-space network and large railway freight car trajectory datasets. The remainder of this paper is structured as follows. PDRFD is described in Section 2. A mathematical model is formulated in Section 3 and our solution approach is explained in Section 4. To validate the proposed model, we provide a case study based on China's Beijing-Guangzhou railway corridor in Section 5. Finally, Section 6 outlines our conclusions.
B. RELATED WORK
PDRFD is still a new and relatively unexplored problem. Few policy papers address door-to-door railway freight transport organization; in one such paper, Islam examined and identified barriers to and enablers for the European rail freight transport services as a transport chain and pointed out that the modern supply chain requires total transport chain [4] , [5] . Relevant studies are mainly about the service network design (SND) problem; considering their similarities to door-to-door services using multimodal transport, we also analyze research on multimodal transport network design in this study.
SND is well studied, mostly through the lens of multicommodity network theory. Magnanti built a model of network design based on integer programming, presented a variety of algorithms, summarized the unified framework of the algorithm, and summarized network design problems in detail [6] . Crainic studied the design of freight service networks for multicommodity flow and multiple modes of transport and provided mathematical models and solution algorithms [7] . Minoux studied the optimization network design problem [8] . Nozick and Morlok [9] studied the medium-term planning of rail transit service networks and used integer linear programming to design an intelligent algorithm by relaxing the model. Ziliaskopoulos and Wardell [10] studied timespace path search algorithms for intermodal freight networks that account for transit time and linkage-arc transfer delay; Jeong et al. [11] considered Europe's radial freight network and established a linear integer programming model with a hub location constraint. Ceselli et al. proposed three models to describe problems such as the routing, dispatch, and locomotive operation of clipper freight transport. The model strictly meets time window constraints to ensure timely cargo delivery. A case study was used to verify and optimize cargo transport organization [12] . Cacchiani et al. [13] studied cargo transport organization in railway networks operating under the mixed logistics of passenger and freight transport. Yaghini and Akhavan [14] reviewed representative models and solved methods of multicommodity flow network design in railway operation planning, such as plan marshalling, route design, and empty truck dispatch. Yaghini et al. [15] , [16] designed a mixed integer programming model based on hybrid heuristics to solve multicommodity flow network problems and applied it to the dynamic dispatching of rolling stock. Lin and Chen [17] conducted a hierarchical discussion of network design and time criteria in the courier industry, establishing a 0-1 integer programming model. SND can be divided into two areas based on considerations of service time: static and dynamic service network design (DSND) problems. Representative achievements in DSND are illustrated by Crainic, who classified freight SND into frequency SND and DSND and reviewed the literature [18] . Dall'Orto explored the issue of DSND and proposed a time-dependent, stochastic formulation that aims to optimize the DSND problem over a given planning horizon [19] . Zhu considered traffic allocation and railway grouping strategy with decision-making variables to build a three-layer time-space network [20] . Additional applied research has investigated SND-problem-based evolutionary algorithms. Alanis et al. [21] proposed optimized solutions for a social-aware network with multi-objective routing and load balancing. Xu et al. [22] proposed a matching algorithm to optimize the social network content delivery problem. Duan et al. [23] proposed a new variable partitioning strategy in Benders decomposition to deal with a wide class of mixed-integer nonlinear programming problems, including fixed-charge multicommodity network design. Fakhri and Ghatee [24] demonstrated the effect of recognizing heterogeneity in time values on the design of a hub network for freight transportation. Lin et al. [25] considered the environmental benefit of building railways to design railway networks and developed a bi-level 0-1 programming model to balance investment, transportation, and environmental costs.
In the new era of cloud computing, an increasing number of enterprises and organizations migrate their business to cloud environments, developing services using big data. For example, researchers studying Facebook described how the social media site migrated its internal applications to hybrid cloud implementations [26] . Shen et al. [27] discussed how to migrate social-network applications to the cloud, reducing costs by taking advantage of rich cloud resources and ondemand calls and billing. From the perspective of big data processing, Zhang et al. [28] built an optimization model for efficiently migrating geographically distributed data to the cloud. Companies such as Facebook and Twitter processed Petabyte-level data using big data technologies and tools such as MapReduce and Hadoop by employing cloud resources.
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Kemp et al. [29] proposed a cloud service-oriented approach for managing and analyzing big data required by transport applications. Lv et al. [30] proposed an OpenCLaccelerated point feature histogram method for railway track point cloud processing. Azizian et al. [31] proposed solutions for efficient data delivery based on transmission scheduling methods where vehicles gather data from mounted sensors. Luo et al. [32] designed an effective approach to improving prediction performance for cloud services by incorporating some intelligent techniques into quality-of-service prediction methods. Tawalbeh et al. [33] discussed networked healthcare and the role of mobile cloud computing and big data analytics in its enablement.
The most representative achievements in SND were produced by Crainic, whose ideas have been foundational. Although Crainic has described his classification methods and general model analysis in detail, and proposed a research frame for such problems, his papers have not offered concrete manifestations of each classification nor designed solving algorithms. Furthermore, there are differences between PDRFD and SND. The decision variable of SND is whether to serve an arc, whereas for PDRFD it is to decide which product should be operated and at what frequency, synthesizing the consideration of stations, road sections, door-to-door transport situations, political and economic factors, and resource constraints stemming from Origin-Destination (OD) demand. Full transport planning SND for PDRFD must also account for the design of the access service network at both ends, which has not been done in existing literature. Furthermore, traditional railway optimization does not introduce cloud computing technology as an auxiliary method, even though optimization model parameters can be improved by the application of railway big data and cloud computing technology.
Railway SND has garnered increasing attention, and service network models and algorithms have been proposed based on the analyses described here. Although the differences between PDRFD and SND are significant (and PDRFD has excellent application prospects), few researchers have addressed a PDRFD optimization model or algorithm with big data technology applied. SND is a fundamental problem in theoretical research [7] that is generally applicable to rail networks. Our research on PDRFD is based on the SND problem, so it is also applicable to other rail networks.
II. PROBLEM DESCRIPTION A. PRODUCT-FOCUSED DOOR-TO-DOOR RAILWAY FREIGHT DESIGN (PDRFD)
PDRFD differs from existing concepts of railway freight design problems. In existing railway freight design, railway transport enterprises design a transport service on the trunk railway network to meet the consignor's most basic cargo displacement demands. PDRFD considers not only the demand for trunk railway transportation, but also considers the demand for branch highway transport (see Fig. 1 ), resulting in a transportation service that meets the consignor's demand for transportation from the point of delivery to the point of arrival.
As shown in Fig. 1 , a shipment of goods from branch highway demand point A needs to be sent to branch highway demand points F and H, and highway transfer service to points F and H are known to be provided by trunk railway freight station E. Possible door-to-door freight products designed for this shipment include trunk railway freight product plans r 1 -r 4 and branch highway freight product plans v 1 -v 4 . The transport services between two railways, a railway and highway, and two highways are illustrated via waiting, transfer, and running service arcs.
The construction of door-to-door railway freight service networks is based on transfer service decisions regarding which trunk railway freight station or technical station to connect to a highway demand point. Hub-and-spoke network theory can be used to explain door-to-door transfer transport services [34] , [35] , with the trunk railway freight station abstracted as a hub and the highway demand point as a spoke. Door-to-door railway freight product transport can be separated into three processes: gathering describes the process of traveling from spoke to hub, transport occurs between two hubs, and evacuation moves from hub to spoke. A hub-and-spoke network can be divided into single-and multi-assignment network structures based on the relationship between hub and non-hub nodes. This study examines a single-assignment network structure for the trunk railway station and branch highway demand point; however, non-hub nodes can be connected, i.e., a highway demand point is connected to other demand points. The door-to-door freight product transfer service network based on a single-assignment hybrid hub-and-spoke network is shown in Fig. 2 .
For example, highway demand point 2 can connect to trunk railway freight stations A and B and highway demand point 4 can connect to trunk railway freight stations B and C, as shown in the upper half of Fig. 2 . The objective of constructing a door-to-door railway freight service network is deciding which highway demand point to connect with which trunk railway freight station. After the construction of doorto-door railway freight service network, highway demand point 2 can only connect to trunk railway freight station A and highway demand point 4 can only connect to trunk railway freight station B, as shown in the lower half of Fig. 2 .
B. ANALYSIS OF DOOR-TO-DOOR RAILWAY TRANSPORT SERVICE OPERATION
At present, door-to-door railway freight transport organization can be described as a self-support half-way transport mode (SHTM). First, freight cargo is transported to the rail terminal by the highway transportation party and is transferred to trains belonging to the operation department of a door-to-door railway information cloud platform (DRICP). Finally, door-to-door service is arranged by the highway transportation party, fulfilling ''last-mile'' logistics. During this process, the highway transportation party could be individual drivers or third-party logistics companies responsible for the cargo from origination to rail terminal and from the rail terminal to its destination. Operation in this mode is shown in Fig. 3 . This study proposes a new freight traffic organization mode, called self-support whole-way transport mode (SWTM), which offers complete service throughout the transportation process by forming railway enterprises' own logistics team, i.e., replacing the highway transportation party with the railway enterprises' own logistics team to enhance operational efficiency. Freight cargo is transported from its origin to its destination using only the DRICP operation department. This process forms the basis of the proposed approach and the mathematical model in the next section.
III. PROPOSED MODEL FORMULATION A. ASSUMPTIONS
We assume that freight demand is relatively stable during the decision-making period, and that the amount, characteristics, service level, and delivery time limits of the freight demand have been determined.
We further assume that the branch highway transport service capacity of a railway station is relatively stable during the decision-making period and that the travel speed of a branch highway transport service is also relatively stable.
B. FORMULATION
Based on the notations in Table 1 , we propose the following mixed integer programming model for PDRFD (MIPM-PDRFD).
Objective function (4) maximizes the total door-to-door railway freight income, which includes transport revenue from Eq. (1), transport cost from Eq. (2), and penalty costs for unsatisfied demand from Eq. (3). The model constraints are as follows.
Constraint sets (5) and (6) ensure that each cargo demand can choose only one service arc by trunk railway transport and branch highway transport, respectively. Constraint sets (7) and (8) restrict the amount of cargo demand assigned to a trunk railway arc and branch highway arc, respectively.
s.t.
Constraint sets (9) to (12) ensure that the trunk railway and branch highway product service must satisfy the operation requirements for cargo demand. 
Constraint set (13) ensures that a railway station transferring cargo to branch highway demand cannot exceed its service capacity.
The amount of service provided by a trunk railway product is formulated in Constraint (14) .
The capacity of the physical section of a trunk railway for cargo to pass through is guaranteed by Constraint (15 
Relations (18) to (21) are decision-variable-related constraints.
Relations (22) to (24) are the decision variable constraints.
IV. SOLUTION APPROACH A. CLOUD PLATFORM TOOL
The cloud platform utilized in this study is a computer cluster with integrated data mining algorithms, which has performed well in processing big data and has good development prospects. This work calculates each process service arc time using railway freight car trajectory data and regards this platform as a suitable tool. We use the Ali cloud platform for processing big data. MapReduce is the core of open data processing service (ODPS) in Ali and is suitable for parallel computing of big data (sets larger than 1 Terabyte) [36] . In MapReduce, operations on the large-scale dataset are distributed to each network node to achieve reliability. Each node periodically returns completed work and the new status to distribute the computing task to the cluster, which reduces the customer's costs and completes the task quickly. SQL ODPS uses standard SQL syntax and is a much more efficient computing framework for supporting the SQL computing model, whose efficiency is much higher than the MapReduce model. ODPS can support more than one million offline scheduling tasks and provide stable offline scheduling capability based on the multi dimension of offline task scheduling, online operation, maintenance and monitoring alarm functions (see Fig. 4 ). 
B. CLUSTERING METHOD FOR PRODUCT-FOCUSED DOOR-TO-DOOR RAILWAY FREIGHT SERVICE NETWORKS
Section 2A confirmed that the key to constructing a doorto-door railway freight service network is deciding which trunk railway freight station or technical station should provide service to highway demand point (i.e., constructing the hub-and-spoke network). Therefore, we use cloud computing VOLUME 6, 2018 resources to solve the transfer service network construction problem of door-to-door freight product with K -means clustering.
A fast, simple, nearly linear K -means clustering algorithm can be obtained from the Ali cloud platform. In this paper, we use an integrated K -means clustering algorithm module provided by the Ali cloud platform for programming with the following steps:
(1) Get the OD demand, latitude, and longitude of candidate points as a dataset. (2) Select k objects (values) from the dataset as the initial clustering center; in this case, we use trunk railway stations. (3) Calculate the distance between each object (value) in the dataset and the object (value) of the cluster center (herein, Euclidean distance), then divide the clusters so that each can only have one railway station. (4) Find a new cluster center object (value) within the clusters and meet the Euclidean distance between other objects in the clusters and the center objects, which is the best in the current cluster. (5) Repeat Steps (2)-(3) until the clusters no longer change or they meet the set of convergence conditions. (6) Output each cluster with the constraint that only one railway station is inside it. The railway station of the cluster need not be its center. Next, each cluster represents a hub with a connected spoke.
C. BIG DATA OF RAILWAY FREIGHT CAR TRAJECTORY
We propose a big data method to improve the accuracy of some parameters of our mathematical model, which gives our research a wide range of adaptability. Big data of railway freight car trajectory is collected from railway enterprises and stored in the data structure outlined in Tables 2-3 . Railway freight car loading and unloading records provide information about the current load of each station, which affects its service processing arc time. Railway freight car trajectory records provide information about the running service arc time in each section when cargo passes through.
D. K SHORTEST PATH ALGORITHM IN A TIME-SPACE SERVICE NETWORK
At OD demand start point − , cargo is loaded from branch highway demand A to start station B of the trunk railway transport service, then passes through station C to end station D of the trunk railway transport service, unloading cargo from branch highway demand E to OD demand end point + to complete the door-to-door transportation. Time t = 1, 2, 3, . . . , 14 h, and the time-space service network is defined by section running, station processing, station running, station waiting, and transfer transport arcs. Each arc represents the transport service time and space displacement (see Fig. 5 ).
Door-to-door freight demand must be timely, making it necessary to select a feasible set of time-space service paths for decision optimization within time constraints. However, the number of service arcs in the spatiotemporal network increases with the number of nodes, leading to inefficiency in solving for a feasible service path.
Here, we design a k shortest path algorithm in a timespace service network to solve the feasible path set of door-todoor transport service. The algorithm's underlying principle is that in a time-space service network, the feasible path set of 20828 VOLUME 6, 2018 door-to-door transport is restricted to a limited, prism-shaped area. As shown in Fig. 6 , the service paths in this area are feasible. The k shortest path algorithm finds the first k shortest service paths within the confined area of the time-space prism. Step 1: Dijkstra's algorithm is used to search for the shortest path of a freight demand. If the shortest path time does not meet the time limit requirements of delivery, then the alternative freight demand path is added to a superpath (a virtual path is set to avoid the effect of the algorithm when there is no solution).
Step 2: All nodes of the shortest path are traversed from the start to end points, and the tabu search information is added to the arc segment of each adjacent node in turn. After each tabu has been traversed, Dijkstra's algorithm is used to find the current shortest path as the alternative shortest path to be added to the alternative set. After traversal, the shortest path in alternative set is calculated. If the shortest path time meets the freight demand's delivery time limit, it is a secondary shortest path; otherwise, the number of feasible paths is not equal to k.
Step 3: Clear alternate set using the same method as in Step 2 to traverse the secondary shortest paths; the current shortest path obtained after each tabu search is added to alternative set as the alternative shortest path. The third-shortest path is selected from alternative set under cargo delivery time limits when the traverse is completed. If it is not satisfied, the number of feasible paths is not equal to k; finish the current k shortest paths search. Repeat Step 3 until all k shortest path sets of freight demand are found.
E. SOLUTION APPROACH FRAMEWORK
We propose a PDRFD solution approach framework (PDRFD-SAF) based on cloud resource and big data. The PDRFD-SAF combines with the MIPM-PDRFD mathematical model and the methods described earlier in this section. The core contribution of this study is also based on this PDRFD-SAF.
The PDRFD-SAF includes data reading, data storage, data cleaning, data analysis, and operations research (OR) models. The OR model can be solved exactly using ILOG Cplex software [37] . Because MIPM-PDRFD is the core of cloudbased PDRFD-SAF, the PDRFD-SAF result is exact. A flow chart of the PDRFD solution approach framework is shown in Fig. 7 . Step 1 (Data Reading): The structure of the original dataset is read into the local programming software, e.g., Java software development tools, and retrieves row and column delimiter information. For the OR model proposed herein, input data including stations (including highway demands), latitude and longitude, and their OD demand to acquire a physical network structure. Step 2 (Data Storage): A new data table structure is built in the cloud database, which corresponds to the data structure in Step 1; big data read by the cloud database is completed using a MapReduce distributed cloud client upload function. Thus, big data is stored in the cloud database. Step 3 (Data Cleaning): Data cleaning can be completed on the cloud platform, including values of types String and Integer, the number of columns in the numerical calculation, and irregular character unification formats. The k-shortest path algorithm in the time-space network and k-means clustering can be programmed with cloud computing resources to speed up the algorithm; their results are also key OR model parameters.
Step 4 (Data Analysis): A cleaned dataset was analyzed via SQL operations in the cloud platform, which can be calculated from railway freight car trajectory and loadingunloading records, section running time, station processing time, station loading and unloading time, etc.
Step 5: The results of Steps 3 and 4 are input to the OR model and the ILOG CPLEX Cloud client solves the OR model to get the final door-to-door railway freight product. VOLUME 6, 2018 
V. CASE STUDY AND NUMERICAL EXPERIMENT A. CASE STUDY
To validate the benefits derived from the proposed model, we examined the Beijing-Guangzhou railway corridor. One of the most important transport corridors in China, it starts at Fengtai Station in the Beijing Railway Bureau and ends in Guangzhou West Station via 6 provinces and 218 freight stations. It was built for freight transportation operations such as freight arrival, delivery, and transfer, promoting the economy and physical distribution in economic development zones along the corridor, including Beijing-Tianjin-Hebei, the Central Plains Economic Zone, the Yangtze River Economic Belt, the Wuhan metropolitan area, and the Greater Changsha Metropolitan and Zhujiang Delta regions (see Fig. 8 ).
This study mainly analyzes a 952-meter-long segment from Wuhan North Station to Dalang Station, which has a large demand for bulk cargo and value-added commodities, which is a representative example for our search. Along the segment, there are four special marshalling stations, Wuhan North, Zhuzhou North, Hengyang North, and Jiangcun. In this case study, we used big data techniques to analyze 3,280,803 pieces of arrival and departure information, as well as 773,659 pieces of loading and unloading information; we cover the period from May 18 th to June 15 th , 2017. Thirteen freight stations with higher demand and 44 highway demand The decision-making period was 48 h; other parameters in the proposed model are shown in Tables 4 to 7. The case study was solved with the approach proposed, as shown in Tables 8 to 9 . The transfer service network construction of the door-to-door freight product with K -means clustering algorithm is also shown in Fig. 8 .
Ordinary products were the most common in both railways and highways. Fixed products needed 11 trains, express products needed 36, and ordinary products needs 198. Fixed products needed 310 cars, express products needed 190 cars, and ordinary products needed 951 cars in highway service. Wuhan North Station, Jiangcun Station, and Dalang Station were the top three stations in processing railway cargo and transferring it to highway demand points. Therefore, it was necessary to strengthen the processing capacity and dispatching control of these stations.
B. NUMERICAL EXPERIMENT
A numerical experiment of a different service network scale was applied to test the proposed model. The model was implemented in the ILOG Cplex Cloud Client and ILOG Cplex on a Windows 7 PC with a 2.20 GHz CPU, and 4 GB RAM. As shown in Table 9 , when the number of highway demand points was 320, the number of railway stations was 45 and the runtime was 143 s. Fewer than 50 freight stations in China have a larger volume, so ILOG Cplex Cloud Client is acceptable for solving the PDRFD problem. Cloud resources have an enormous advantage over local resources in solving an OR model with complex variables and constraints (see Table 10 ).
We carried out a computing test between the Ali cloud ODPS and a traditional SQL Server 2008 database to compare their efficiency, processing big data of railway freight train trajectories and loading-unloading records on a Windows 7 PC with a 2.20 GHz CPU, and 4 GB RAM. Overall, computing rates of the Ali cloud ODPS were better than those of the traditional Server SQL database. Its computing advantages were more obvious with increasing SQL sentence complexity or dataset size.
In the first computing test, Ali cloud ODPS took 9 s, but SQL Server only needed 1 s because the local computer submits an SQL request to the Ali cloud computing platform, which requires transmission and initialization times; additionally, Ali splits the ODPS into a distributed task. MapReduce initialization is relatively slow. even if the complexity of the SQL sentence is low. However, advantages of the cloud computing technology compared with the traditional database are presented in Table 11 .
A cloud computing mode that does not occupy local resources also allows users to better allocate resources, reduce costs, and improve efficiency. Compared to traditional database technology, cloud computing is very adaptable and has good application prospects.
VI. CONCLUSION
We established an MIPM-PDRFD using a time-space service network and large railway freight car trajectory datasets. We proposed an innovative approach framework for PDRFD and presented a cloud-resource-based solution processing method. Our analysis led to three main conclusions.
(1) It is necessary to design and develop door-to-door railway freight products, which can improve consignor satisfaction and the efficiency of logistics transport.
(2) The cloud-based approach proposed in this paper is a new attempt to solve the PDRFD problem; the case study shows that cloud resource and big data technology change optimization methods and thinking modes.
(3) Ordinary products of both trunk railway services and branch highway services are suitable for cargo with less time sensitivity and large volumes, express products are suitable for high value-added cargo, because they need less delivery time and high-quality logistics service. Overall, ordinary products comprise the largest proportion of door-to-door product.
A limitation of this study is that the volume of railway freight car trajectory data may not be big enough to calculate the more precise real parameters of the MIPM-PDRFD. We therefore aim to obtain more data via cooperation with railway enterprises. In addition, we plan to explore several future research directions:
(1) An integrated PDRFD system that has been solved in the proposed approach framework should be developed.
(2) The complexity of the time-space service network should be analyzed, as simplification methods are expected to be challenging when the number of nodes and arcs increases.
(3) PDRFD problems can also be considered in economic factor optimization.
(4) With the continuous reform of railway operation, building a suitable door-to-door freight product transfer service network should be researched.
(5) More efficient and suitable railway door-to-door freight operation modes should be developed.
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